
RONIX 2726 ROTARY HAMMER 

BREAKING BOUNDARIES, DRIVING PROGRESS 

 

RONIX PROUDLY PRESENTS ANOTHER MEMBER OF ITS TOPLINE SERIES AT THE EISENWARENMESSE: THE RONIX 2726 

ROTARY HAMMER. WITH ITS EXTREMELY POWERFUL 850W MOTOR AND IMPACT ENERGY OF 3.5J, THIS EXCEPTIONAL 

ROTARY HAMMER DRILL IS READY TO TACKLE CHALLENGES FROM DRILLING, HAMMER DRILLING, AND CHISELING HARD 

WORKPIECES. 

 

Tough Jobs Made Easy 

The motor of the Ronix 2726 rotary hammer is designed for high performance under heavy-duty 
applications, allowing for simple drilling of less dense materials, hammer drilling for tougher workpieces, 
and chiseling for demolition. Additionally, the rotary hammer features a releasing function, enabling users 
to adjust the working angle for enhanced flexibility in demolition projects. 



Durable, Dynamic, Dependable 

To maximize durability and strength, the Ronix 2726 rotary hammer features a die-cast aluminum housing 
for superior heat dissipation. Despite its powerful performance, the tool remains lightweight at just 3kg. 
The exclusive Ronix-designed auxiliary handle, which can rotate 360 degrees and is anti-shock, reduces 
vibration during drilling or chiseling. 

 

Drill Deep, Drill Strong 

The Ronix 2726 is equipped with an SDS-plus bit holder capable of holding drill bits up to 26mm in 
diameter and flat or pointed chisels. The tool-free and automatic bit holder allows for faster changing of 
drill bits and chisels, enabling users to drill holes up to 30mm in wood, 13mm in steel, and 26mm in 
concrete. 

Empowering Construction with Safety at its Core 

Recognizing the potential risks associated with rotary hammers, the Ronix 2726 Rotary Hammer Drill is 
equipped with a built-in safety torque clutch system that protects the tool from breakage, ensuring user 
safety. 



Experience Innovation at Eisenwarenmesse 2024 

RONIX is pleased to offer an exclusive 15% discount on all purchases made at Eisenwarenmesse 2024. 
Don't miss this opportunity to save on top-tier tools. Join Ronix at Eisenwarenmesse 2024 - Hall 10.1, 
Stand C-090-B-090 to explore the Ronix 2726 Rotary Hammer along with thousands of other excellent 
products. 

 

Company Portrait: 
 

RONIX STORY: 
CRAFTING EXCELLENCE 
SINCE 2004 
Ronix stands as a reliable manufacturer renowned for delivering an extensive range of top-tier 
tools and spare parts at affordable prices, while maintaining the quality. Supported by a well-
equipped 30,000m2 warehouse, we ensure swift order processing and shipment within 15 days. 
Our approach to Minimum Order Quantities (M.O.Q) is flexible, and, in addition, our clients 
benefit from free-of-charge advertising services. Crafted and produced in-house by the Ronix 
Branding Agency, these services are aimed to increase our clients' revenue to unprecedented 
heights. 

 

Contact person press: Hannes 

Contact person press Phone number: +49 176 85389411 
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